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Presented By SportsBook Breakers
THIS WEEKEND WITH SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS:
SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS NCAAF lost its play Thursday Night. SBB ahas a strong day Saturday
with 7 selections, including in the biggest games of the day (WISC/OHST, LSU/GEO, OKLA/NOTD),
along with 5 trends plays and a System of the Week. Get its complete Saturday package for just
$39 in web debit value, purchase individually, or check out one of its Sides COMPLIMENTARY!
SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS NFL won big on its Thursday Play of the Month on SF. SBB has nine plays
Sunday with a 5-STAR Side of the Month (1st 5-STAR of the season), two 4.5-STAR Sides, four 4-STAR Sides, and two 4-STAR Totals.
Get all nine plays for just $49 of web debit value.

SBB’s NFL PLAY ON ATS TREND:

SBB’s NCAA PLAY ON ATS TREND:

T

O

he Colts are 13-0-1 ATS since Dec 15, 2002 as a road favorite
regon St. is 13-0-1 ATS (14.6 ppg) since November 2004 if
when their opponent’s season-to-date average rushing atthey won by 4-16 points last game which allowing more than
tempts per game is fewer than 25.
10 points, and it was not their first win of the season .
SDQL TEXT: team=Colts and AF and oA(rushes)<25 and SDQL TEXT: team= ‘ORST’ and date>=20041101 and
date>=20021215
4<=p:margin<=16 and po:points>10 and p:wins>0date>=20090919
and total<53

SBB’s NFL PLAY AGAINST TREND:

T

SBB’s NCAA PLAY AGAINST TREND:

H

he Buccaneers are 0-10 ATS since Oct 19, 2008 when they have
had a negative dpa in each of their last two games

ouston is 0-10-1 ATS (-13.3 ppg) since October 27, 2007 as
an away favorite of fewer than 14 points, when the total is
under 77 and it is past game two of the season

SDQL TEXT: team=Buccaneers and p:dpa<0 and pp:dpa<0 and
date>=20081019
SDQL TEXT: team= ‘HOU’ and AF and line>-14 and date>=20071027
and total<77 and game number>2

SBB’s TOP NFL PLAYER TREND:

SUBMIT YOUR TRENDS:

J

immy Graham is 9-0 ATS since 2011 after a home win where
he had at least 60 receiving yards.

K

NFL BIBLE ACTIVE TREND:

illersports.com is a collected effort of smart, savy individuals looking to capitalize in the world of sports and those
efforts include you! This is a group effort and in this section
we want you to team up and provide each other with the best
information possible! Submit your best and most interesting
trends to kyle@killersports.com and when they are active, will
will publish them in this section and credit you as the mastermind behind a great NFL or NCAA find

he Patriots are 15-0 ATS since 2002 on the road after a win
as a favorite in which they failed to get into the end zone
on at least three separate red zone attempts.

SER Submitted: JAY1: NFL Trend: Teams are 0-16 ATS since
2010 when the line is within three of pick and they faced
the Saints last game.

SDQL TEXT: Saints:J Graham:p:receiving yards>=60 and p:HW
and season>=2011
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SDQL TEXT: team=Patriots and p:RZF>=3 and A and p:FW and
season>=2002

SDQL TEXT: po:team=Saints and -3<=line<=3 and season>=2010.
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If you like what you see here, you will love the
2013 Killersports.com Weekly Newsletter
Subscribe now to the 2013 Killersports.com NFL Report. Each week, Killersports.com, MTi Sports and
SportsBook Breakers will provide 12-pages of hard hitting information for that week’s NFL and college
football action. Included in the action-packed content you can expect each and every week for 17 weeks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Four (4) Full NFL Selections from MTi and SportsBook Breakers
MTi’s NFL Teaser Plays  with Exclusive Teaser Trends
NFL and NCAA Trend and System Breakdowns
NFL and NCAA Trends of the Week with the SDQL text
Dozens of NFL Trends for both Sides and Totals
NEW FOR 2013: NFL Player Based Trends
Weekly Annotated NFL Schedule Chart
Delivered by e-mail every Wednesday.

To subscribe now visit Killersports.com and click on the link in the right-hand column

SBB’s NFL O/U TREND:

T

SBB’s NCAA O/U TREND:

he Ravens are 0-11 OU since January 13, 2007 as a favorite
when they won and covered their last two games.

U

SC is 0-10 OU (-13.9 ppg) since 2007 when the total is no
higher than 53 and they did not win by more than a field
goal
last game.
SDQL TEXT: team=Ravens and F and p:W and pp:W and p:ATSW
and pp:ATSW and date>=20070113
SDQL TEXT: team= ‘USC’ and season>=2007 and p:margin<=3
and total<=53

SBB’s NFL SUPER SYSTEM

SBB’s NCAA SUPER SYSTEM

W

T

inless teams which are at least 7.5 point home dogs are
43-25-2 ATS and 44-25-1 OU. Active on Jacksonville.

eams which start the season 0-3 and are favored by more
than 13 points in game four are 12-3-1 ATS. Active on San
Diego State.

SDQL TEXT: wins=0 and H and line>=7.5).

SDQL TEXT: game number = 4 and Sum(W@team and season)
[team and season]=0 and line<-13

PICK SIXTY SPORTS WEEKLY TIP:

The New York Jets stumbled into a Week 1 win against Tampa Bay and then four days later, hung around to get the cover at New England.
After beating Buffalo in Week 3 it’s fair to say New York (2-1 SU, 3-0 ATS) is one of the surprise teams of 2013. The Jets have a Monday
game vs. the Falcons on-deck and small road dogs in this spot have produced 8 overs and 4 unders the past five seasons (SDQL Text: AD
and n:day = Monday and p:W and line < 4 and season >= 2008)
Non-divisional road teams in this range who are riding high off a win and gearing up for a big primetime contest next week are 40-22-1
O/U (65-percent) when the total is 36 points or greater:
SDQL: A and NDIV and n:day=Monday and p:W and -3<line<=8 and total>=36
The home team is not overlooking the Jets and the line is tight enough that both teams see this as a legitimate chance to get a win. The
Titans (2-1 SU, 2-0-1 ATS) have held two of three opponents to fewer than 20 points this year but in 2012 they accomplished that feat
just three times. With a few books still offering 39.5 we’re still getting fair value on this total and as each team scraps for its third ‘W’ look
at backing the Jets and Titans OVER 39.5 points.

Follow @PickSixtySports on Twitter or visit www.picksixtysports.com for weekly NFL picks and Best Bets

Note: It is not SportsBook Breakers recommendation to make plays based solely on one trend (our selections at
killercappers.com don’t). Weigh these trends along with other factors accordingly.
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